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2013 Spaceport News Summary 
The 2013 Spaceport News used the above banner for the year.   
 
 

Introduction 
 
The first issue of the Spaceport News was December 13, 1962.  The 1963, 1964 and 
1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly.  The Spaceport News was issued every two 
weeks, starting July 7, 1966, until the last issue on February 24, 2014.  Spaceport 
Magazine, a monthly issue, superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014, until the final 
issue, Jan./Feb. 2020.  The two 1962 Spaceport News issues and the issues from 1996 
until the final Spaceport Magazine issue, are available for viewing at this website. The 
Spaceport News issues from 1963 through 1995 are currently not available online. 
 
In this Summary, black font is original Spaceport News text, blue font is something I added 
or someone else/some other source provided, and purple font is a hot link. 
 
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport News Summary.  The 
Spaceport News writer is acknowledged, if noted in the Spaceport News article.   
 
 
 
 

From The January 11, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 2, “Kennedy's future bright with full plate for 2013”.  Part of the feature, by 
Bob Cabana, states: 
 

“During the past year, Kennedy Space Center made great strides in transitioning from a 
historically government-only launch facility to an affordable, sustainable, multiuser 
spaceport for both government and commercial customers… We have a great future 
ahead, including a full plate for 2013… Coming up later this month is the launch of a 
TDRS satellite scheduled to lift off from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station… 
 

https://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/spaceport-magazine.html
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We also are moving ahead with plans for NASA's Commercial Crew Program. On Jan. 
22 the certification products contracts will begin to ensure integrated crew transportation 
systems will meet safety requirements to launch astronauts to the International Space 
Station. Kennedy will continue to support ongoing operations aboard the space station. 
That will include two Commercial Resupply Services flights launched by SpaceX Falcon 
9 rocket in March and again in October. 
 
In August, Orion will undergo a series of recovery procedures trials at Naval Station 
Norfolk, Va. in preparation for its first test flight in 2014…  the next step in our continuing 
robotic exploration of the Red Planet will be the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN 
(MAVEN) spacecraft to launch on a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket in mid-
November. 
 
I want to thank all of you for your hard work and dedication. I’m confident the Kennedy 
team will continue to meet any challenges we face in 2013. 
 
Keep charging 
Bob” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
“Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana 
poses with the Orion mockup in the transfer aisle 
of the Vehicle Assembly Building.” 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
On page 3, “Test and Operations Support Contract awarded to Jacobs”, by 
Linda Herridge, Spaceport News.  Part of the article says “With the recent award of a new 
processing and launch operations contract, Kennedy Space Center is positioned for the 
next era of space exploration. In late December, NASA awarded the Test and Operations 
Support Contract (TOSC) to Jacobs Technology Inc. of Tullahoma, Tenn. The contractor 
will provide overall management and implementation of ground systems capabilities, flight 
hardware processing and launch operations at Kennedy… These tasks will support the 
International Space Station, Ground Systems Development and Operations, Space 
Launch System, Orion Multi-purpose Crew Vehicle and Launch Services programs… 
 
Jacobs V.P. and general manager, TOSC program manager, and former astronaut Andy 
Allen, began working at Kennedy on Jan. 2… The contract begins March 1, after a two-
month phase-in period that began Jan. 2. The contract has a one-year, seven-month base 
period and options to extend the work through Sept. 30, 2022.” 
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On pages 4 and 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

“ 

 

“The Commercial Crew and Cargo 
Processing Facility, formerly 
known as Orbiter Processing 
Facilty-3, at Kennedy Space 
Center is going through major 
renovations to support the 
manufacturing of The Boeing 
Company's CST-100 spacecraft. 
The facility's orbiter-specific 
platforms were removed recently to 
make room for a clean-floor, 
factory-like facility as shown in this 
photo taken Dec. 20, 2012.” 

 
 
 
 
 

From The January 25, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On pages 4 and 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”.  

 

 
“The Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX) 
Dragon spacecraft with solar array fairings 
attached, stands inside a processing hangar at 
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station on Jan. 15. The 
spacecraft will launch on the upcoming SpaceX 
CRS-2 mission currently scheduled for March 1. 
The flight will be the second commercial resupply 
mission to the International Space Station by 
SpaceX. NASA has contracted for a total of 12 
commercial resupply flights from SpaceX and 
eight from the Orbital Sciences Corp.” 

 
 

 
 
 
 

From The February 8, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On pages 1 and 3, “TDRS-K replenishes NASA Space Network”, by Steven Siceloff, 
Spaceport News.  Part of the feature says “Thunder and fire created a brilliant pseudo-
sunrise over the Space Coast Jan. 30 as an Atlas V leapt from the launch pad to place 
the newest member of NASA's Space Network into orbit. The United Launch Alliance 
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Atlas V rocket lifted off from Space Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral at 8:48 p.m. 
to place the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite-K (TDRS-K) into a geosynchronous 
transfer orbit. "I'm just thrilled with our team," said Tim Dunn, NASA launch manager for 
TDRS-K. The team is made up of both NASA and United Launch Alliance employees and 
subcontractors. "We just have one of the finest launch teams assembled," Dunn said, 
"and I just couldn't be more proud of them."… 
 
The satellite will become the tenth spacecraft in NASA's Space Network constellation that 
relays signals between Earth-orbiting spacecraft and ground stations. The International 
Space Station, NASA's Hubble Space Telescope and the agency's fleet of Earth 
observation spacecraft communicate through the TDRS system… The first TDRS was 
launched in April 1983 aboard space shuttle Challenger…”. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
“The United Launch Alliance Atlas V 401 rocket carrying NASA's Tracking 
and Data Relay Satellite-K (TDRS-K) streaks past the lighthouse on Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station after launching from Space Launch Complex 
41 at 8:48 p.m. on Jan. 30. The TDRS-K spacecraft is part of the next-
generation series in the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System, a 
constellation of space-based communication satellites providing tracking, 
telemetry, command and high-bandwidth data return services.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
On page 3, “Day of Remembrance honors fallen astronauts”, by Bob Granath, 
Spaceport News.  In part, the article reads “On Feb. 1, Kennedy Space Center employees 
and guests joined others throughout NASA to pay their respects to astronauts who have 
perished in the conquest of space. Annual Day of Remembrance activities included a 
ceremony at the Space Mirror Memorial at Kennedy's visitor complex. 
 
The ceremony included gospel singer BeBe Winans singing the national anthem and his 
song, "Ultimate Sacrifice," which honors heroes who lost their lives in service to the 
nation. The date marked the 10th anniversary of the loss of the seven-member crew of 
space shuttle Columbia… The ceremony also honored the astronauts of Apollo 1 who 
died in 1967 and STS-51L's Challenger crew lost in 1986… 
 
Kennedy's Director Bob Cabana, a former shuttle commander, emphasized that flight 
safety will continue to be a paramount concern. "We must never forget the hard lessons 
we have learned in the past," he said… Former NASA astronaut Eileen Collins, who 
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commanded Discovery on the STS-114 mission that returned the shuttle program to flight 
following STS-107, emphasized that risk is a part of any great mission. "We remember 
the astronauts who took the daring steps of accepting the challenges of spaceflight," she 
said… 
 
During the observance, a wreath was placed at the Space Mirror Memorial by NASA 
Associate Administrator Robert Lightfoot, Associate Administrator for Human Exploration 
and Operations William Gerstenmaier; Evelyn Husband-Thompson, widow of STS-107 
commander Rick Husband; and Sandra Anderson, widow of Columbia payload 
commander Michael Anderson. The ceremony also included a flyover by T-38 jets, piloted 
by astronauts…”. 
 

 
 
 
“Kennedy Space Center 
employees and guests placed 
wreaths and flowers at the Space 
Mirror Memorial at the 
spaceport's visitor complex 
during NASA's Day of 
Remembrance on Feb. 1.” 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

On pages 4 and 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“Workers from Canaveral Construction in Mims, Fla., have removed the Alabama river rock from 
one side of the crawlerway near Launch Pad 39B at Kennedy Space Center. The crawlerway is 
being upgraded to improve the foundation and prepare it to support the weight of NASA’s Space 
Launch System (SLS) and mobile launcher on the crawler-transporter during rollout. Workers are 
removing the original rock and restoring the layer of lime rock below to its original depth of three 
feet. Then, new river rock will be added on top…”. 
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From The February 22, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On pages 1 and 2, “Cabana briefs leaders on latest endeavors”, by Bob Granath, 
Spaceport News.  A portion of the article reads “On Feb. 21, Kennedy Space Center 
Director Bob Cabana and several members of his leadership team provided an update 
on current and future activities at the Florida spaceport. Their reports were part of the 
annual Community Leaders Briefing at the Kurt H. Debus Conference Center at the 
Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex… 
 
Cabana explained that the space center has a great deal of work going on in support of 
current and future space program projects. "NASA has three top priorities, SLS (Space 
Launch System), the International Space Station (ISS) -- and supporting it we need to 
have a commercial crew capability -- and the James Webb Space Telescope," he said. 
"At the Kennedy Space Center, our Ground Systems Development, Commercial Crew, 
ISS and Launch Services programs are an integral part of every one of those three top 
priorities," Cabana said…”. 
 

  
 
 
 
“Speaking at the annual Community 
Leaders Briefing on Feb. 21 at the 
the Kennedy Space Center Visitor 
Complex, Center Director Bob 
Cabana explained that NASA has a 
great deal of work going on in 
support of current and future space 
program projects.” 
 
 
 

 
 
 

On page 6, “Facelift prepares crawlerway for future”, by Linda Herridge, Spaceport 
News.  In part, the article reads “Several sections of the crawlerway that lead from the 
Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) to Launch Complex 39 at Kennedy Space Center are 
getting a facelift to prepare to transport the agency's Space Launch System (SLS) rocket 
and future commercial spacecraft to the launch pads… 
 
This is the first time that the crawlerway’s foundation will be repaired since it was 
constructed in the early 1960s… Canaveral Construction of Mims, Fla., is handling the 
project. Beginning near Pad B, crews are removing all of the existing Alabama river rock 
and the top layer of the lime rock foundation. Lime rock will be added to return the 
foundation to its original elevation and about 30,000 tons of new river rock will be added 
to return the top layer to its original eight to 12 inches in depth…”. 
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“A worker from Canaveral Construction in Mims, 
Fla., regrades a section of the crawlerway at 
Kennedy Space Center on Jan. 31. The 
crawlerway is being refurbished to improve the 
foundation and prepare it to support the weight 
of NASA’s Space Launch System rocket and 
future commercial spacecraft to the launch 
pads. Workers are removing the original 
Alabama river rock and restoring the layer of 
lime rock below to its original depth. Then, new 
river rock will be added on top…”. 

 
 
 

On page 7, “Israeli students visit, honor hometown hero”, by Bob Granath, Spaceport 
News.  A portion of the article states “As NASA paused on Feb. 1 to remember the 
astronauts who were lost on the space shuttle Columbia's STS-107 mission, students 
from the hometown of one of its crew members joined in the Day of Remembrance 
ceremonies at Kennedy Space Center. Israeli Space Agency astronaut Ilan Ramon 
served as a payload specialist aboard Columbia… 
 
Each year, junior and senior high school students from Be'er Sheva, Israel, make a trip 
to Kennedy to honor Ramon and draw inspiration from his efforts to explore…  This year 
there was a total of 44 students and three teachers from Makif Gimel High School, 
Ramon's alma mater, and Makif Aleph High School that made the trip… Ramon grew up 
in Be'er Sheva, a city of 185,000, with parents who were both victims of Nazi persecution. 
His father, Eliezer Wolferman, fled from Germany in 1935… Ramon's mother and 
grandmother were Holocaust survivors from Poland, having been in the Auschwitz 
concentration camp. They immigrated to Israel in 1949…”. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Ilan Ramon 

 
 

 
 
“Israeli high school students listen to 
former NASA astronaut Jon McBride, 
chairman of the Astronauts Memorial 
Foundation board of directors, during a 
visit Feb. 1. McBride shared his 
experiences as a pilot on the STS-41G 
shuttle mission. Having spent almost 
two years in Israel, McBride was able 
to talk with many of the students in 
Hebrew.” 
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From The March 8, 2013, Spaceport News 

 
On pages 1 and 3, “Work officially begins on Test, Operations Support Contract”, 
by Bob Granath, Spaceport News.  A portion of the article states “The same day SpaceX 
2 lifted off on the second commercial resupply mission to the International Space Station, 
NASA's Test and Operations Support Contract (TOSC) was launched by Jacobs 
Technology Inc. The agreement will provide overall management and implementation of 
ground systems capabilities, flight hardware processing and launch operations at 
Kennedy Space Center. TOSC was awarded to Jacobs in late December. Following a 
two-month phase-in period that started Jan. 2, the work under the contract officially began 
March 1… 
 
The contract is another step forward as Kennedy transitions to a 21st-century launch 
facility with multiple users. The infrastructure taking shape is designed to host many kinds 
of spacecraft and rockets, sending people on America's future voyages in space…”. 
 
 
On page 2. 
 

 
 

“Ride's flight inspired Burnett's devoted path”, by Anna Heiney, Spaceport News.  In 
part, the feature reads “She was watching on June 18, 1983, when mission specialist 
Sally K. Ride blasted through the glass ceiling and into orbit aboard space shuttle 
Challenger on the STS-7 mission. "I remember it because I wanted it to be me," said Josie 
Burnett, who today serves as director of International Space Station Ground Processing 
and Research at Kennedy Space Center. 
 

 
 
 
“Josie Burnett, director of 
International Space Station 
Processing and Ground Research 
at the Kennedy Space Center, 
provided an overview of current 
and future activities at the Florida 
spaceport during the annual 
Community Leaders Briefing on 
Feb. 21…”. 

 
 
 

Burnett grew up devoted to the idea of a career with the space program. At the age of 10, 
she wrote to NASA asking for advice on what she'd need to do to become an astronaut. 
The agency replied: become a test pilot or an aerospace engineer… Rather than take the 
military path without knowing whether she'd be able to amass enough flight hours to 
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qualify, Burnett instead earned a degree in aerospace engineering from the University of 
Florida. 
 
When she came to work for NASA in 1987, she immediately saw the benefits of the 
agency's dedication to recruiting diversity. "NASA was already ahead of the game in terms 
of providing opportunities for everybody," said Burnett… "Once you get hired, it's what 
you make of it," she added. "Each individual, male or female, has their own individual 
challenges, barriers you have to break down in order to be who you are."… 
 
 
On page 3, “Florida Space Day highlights center accomplishments”, by 
Linda Herridge, Spaceport News.  Part of the story reads “Kennedy Space Center Director 
Bob Cabana met with Florida legislators at the Capitol in Tallahassee and spoke to 
students at Elizabeth Cobb Middle School during Florida Space Day activities March 5 
and 6. Cabana met with Florida Lt. Governor Jennifer Carroll, Attorney General Pam 
Bondi, Agricultural Commissioner Adam Putnam and several state legislators to highlight 
Kennedy’s accomplishments during the past year and what’s ahead for 2013… 
 
Bob Crippen, former astronaut and Kennedy director, made appearances throughout the 
day and spoke to legislators about how important space is to the Florida economy. “It is 
important for the state government to continue their support of space exploration,” 
Crippen said…”. 
 

 
“Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana, at left, talks to Attorney General Pam Bondi about 
the center's accomplishments at the Capitol in Tallahassee during Florida Space Day 2013 
meetings March 5 and 6.” 
 
 

On page 3, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
 
“Roy Tharpe celebrates his service to 
the space program with family, friends 
and co-workers at Headquarters on 
Feb. 22. Tharpe began working for 
NASA at Kennedy in 1963 as a data 
analyst on Project Gemini.” 
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On pages 11 and 12, “Space shuttle Atlantis' new home to open on June 29”, by 
Bob Granath, Spaceport News.  A portion of the feature states “Kennedy Space Center 
Visitor Complex recently marked another milestone in the construction of the new home 
for space shuttle Atlantis by unveiling the official identity for the exhibit and its grand 
opening date -- June 29. After weeks of considering many different concepts, the identity 
that resonated most powerfully with guests of all ages was unveiled -- a simple design 
stating, "Space Shuttle Atlantis." The logo will appear on monument signage at the entry, 
on retail merchandise, and on marketing and promotional materials… 
 
Mike Konzen, chairman and CEO of St. Louis-based PGAV Destinations, explained that 
the logo for "Space Shuttle Atlantis" was created with a gradient of fiery oranges 
representative of the shuttle’s launch and re-entry to Earth. These symbolic colors also 
were used in the metallic “swish” on the outside of the new exhibit building. Another 
milestone in the exhibit’s construction is scheduled to be achieved in March with the 
beginning of the installation of a full-scale external fuel tank and twin solid rocket boosters 
at the entry to Space Shuttle Atlantis…”. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
“A simple design stating "Space 
Shuttle Atlantis" is the official 
identity for the new Atlantis exhibit.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

From The March 22, 2013 Spaceport News 
 
On page 5, “Safety component arrives for Orion test flight”, by Linda Herridge, 
Spaceport News.  Part of the article states “A critical segment of Orion’s Launch Abort 
System, the launch abort motor, recently arrived at Kennedy Space Center for Exploration 
Flight Test (EFT)- 1… The other segments of the Launch Abort System are the fairing, 
the jettison motor and the attitude control motor. They will be assembled together 
horizontally in the Launch Abort System Facility (LASF) beginning in April. To prepare for 
EFT-1, the system will be attached to the top of the Orion crew module in the Astrotech 
processing facility in Titusville for the flight test, scheduled for September 2014… 
 
During a media viewing of the launch abort motor, Brian Duffy, vice president and program 
manager for Exploration Systems with ATK Aerospace Group, said it is a one-of-a-kind 
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piece of hardware that is uniquely engineered… The motor is loaded with inert solid fuel 
because EFT-1 will be an uncrewed flight test. While only the jettison motor will be active 
during the 2014 test to enable the entire system to detach from Orion during ascent, the 
system will provide aerodynamics and environmental loads data…”. 
 

 
 
“Brian Duffy, ATK Aerospace Systems' vice president 
and manager of Exploration Systems, talks with 
members of the media during a viewing of ATK’s 
launch abort motor inside the Launch Abort System 
Facility at Kennedy Space Center.” 
 
Brian was the pilot for STS-45 and STS-57 and the 
Commander for STS-72 and STS-92. 
 

 
 

 

 
On pages 6 and 7, “2013 KSC WALK/RUN”, by Cheryl Mansfield, Spaceport News.  A 
portion of the feature says “Lending additional meaning to the term "runway," the KSC 
Fitness Center sponsored the 19th Annual Kennedy Space Center Walk/Run on March 
19 at the Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF) runway… 276 Kennedy employees gathered 
under a bright blue sky at the 5 p.m. race time to begin the trek… 
 
"The KSC run is a great way to showcase the importance of health and fitness in our lives, 
and to support one another in our fitness goals," said Kennedy Director Bob Cabana, who 
ran in the event for the fifth time… As an added bonus, the participants were treated to a 
spectacular launch view as a United Launch Alliance Atlas V lifted off from Space Launch 
Complex 41 on a U.S. Air Force mission, carrying the second Space-Based Infrared 
System (SBIRS) GEO-2 satellite into orbit.” 

 

 
 
“Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana 
(center foreground) is among the runners at 
Kennedy Space Center's Shuttle Landing 
Facility on March 19.” 
 

 
 

 
“At the starting line… to begin the 19th Annual Kennedy Space Center Walk/Run on March 19.” 
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On page 9, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“The walls come down as demolition as the Base Operations Building is deconstructed in the 
Industrial Area at Kennedy Space Center on March 11. The two-story building was constructed in 
1965 as office space for workers…”. 
 

  
 
 
“Workers off-load a component of a Saturn V first stage 
engine March 21 at Port Canaveral. It recently was 
recovered off the coast of Florida during an expedition 
funded by Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of 
Amazon.com…”. 
 
Getting ahead of the game, the following is a 2015 article 
about the recovered Apollo engine hardware, including a 
video. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

From The April 23, 2013, Spaceport News 
 

On pages 4 and 5, “Trio of space shuttle astronauts inducted into Hall of Fame”, by 
Bob Granath, Spaceport News.  Part of the feature reads “Space shuttle astronauts 
Bonnie Dunbar, Curt Brown and Eileen Collins joined an elite group of American space 
heroes as they were inducted into the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame on April 20, during a 
ceremony at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex… This induction is the twelfth 
group of space shuttle astronauts named to the Hall of Fame… CNN’s principal 
correspondent for coverage of NASA’s space programs, John Zarrella, served as master 
of ceremonies and introduced the attending members of the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame 
as they came forward and took their seats on the stage…  
 

https://www.geekwire.com/2015/amazon-jeff-bezos-seattle-museum-flight-apollo-moon-engine/
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Introduced first was Dunbar who was selected as a NASA astronaut in 1981… “I did send 
a letter to NASA when I was about eight or nine,” she said. “I was looking at the stars one 
night, it was a very clear crisp night . . . and I thought ‘this is what I want to do with the 
rest of my life. This is what my passion is.’ ”… A five-time spaceflight veteran, she served 
as a mission specialist on STS-61A, STS-32, STS-50, STS-71 and STS-89… 
 
Like Dunbar, Brown began thinking of a career at an early age. “As far back as I can 
remember as a kid, I wanted to fly. Flying was my passion,” Brown said… Brown began 
his career with NASA in 1987. He went on to fly six space missions… Brown’s shuttle 
missions include serving as pilot on STS-47, STS-66 and STS-77, and commanding STS-
85, STS-95 and STS-103… 
 
Collins expressed appreciation to those who set an example in her life, at home and in 
her career. “My mom and dad, they were my heroes,” she said. Collins also thanked 
Cabana, who was chief of the Astronaut Office during her tenure, and the women 
astronauts who served before her for being outstanding role models… Collins was 
selected to be an astronaut in 1992. The first woman to pilot and command a spacecraft, 
she also is a retired U.S. Air Force colonel. Her accomplishments on four spaceflights 
include serving as pilot on STS-63, STS-84, and commanding STS-93 and the return-to-
flight mission following the loss of the shuttle Columbia, STS-114…”. 
  

 
 
 

“Space shuttle astronauts, from 
left, Bonnie Dunbar, Curt Brown 
and Eileen Collins stand together 
after being inducted into the U.S. 
Astronaut Hall of Fame at the 
Kennedy Space Center Visitor 
Complex…”. 
 

 
 

 

 
“Twenty-six members of the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame stand together after Bonnie Dunbar, 
Curt Brown and Eileen Collins were inducted into the elite group at the Kennedy Space Center 
Visitor Complex.” 
 
This is a video of the 2013 U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HckyIiKPlkI
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From The May 3, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “Cabana earns Debus Award”, by Bob Granath, Spaceport News.  Part of 
the story reads “The National Space Club Florida Committee presented Kennedy Space 
Center Director Bob Cabana with its prestigious Dr. Kurt H. Debus Award on April 27… . 
Named for the spaceport’s first director, the Debus Award was created to recognize 
significant achievements and contributions made in Florida to American aerospace 
efforts… 
 
NASA Administrator Charles Bolden was on hand at the event… “I cannot say enough 
about the job Bob Cabana has done as the director of the Kennedy Space Center,” Bolden 
said. “He’s an incredible leader and that’s why he’s being recognized. He’s an 
inspirational leader that people want to follow and be like.”… 
 
In accepting the award, Cabana gave credit to the men and women who work at America’s 
spaceport. “It’s not about me,” he said. “It’s about this truly amazing team here at 
Kennedy…”. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
“National Space Club Florida Committee Chairman Jim 
McCarthy, left, presents the Dr. Kurt H. Debus Award to 
Kennedy’s Director, Bob Cabana at the Kennedy Space 
Center Visitor Complex on April 27.” 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
On page 6, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 

   

“Joyce Riquelme, top left, who retired April 
30 as manager of the Center Planning and 
Development Office at Kennedy Space 
Center, overlooks as NASA and Sierra 
Nevada Corp. (SNC) Space Systems 
leaders sign a Space Act Agreement in July 
2011. Sitting, from left, are NASA 
Administrator Charlie Bolden; Kennedy 
Center Director Bob Cabana; and Mark 
Sirangelo, head of SNC. Standing, from left, 
are Riquelme; and John Curry, director of 
SNC’s Integration, Test and Operations.” 
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From The May 17, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 3, “Dream Chaser tests ongoing at two centers”, by Rebecca Regan, 
Spaceport News.  A portion of the article says “As part of NASA’s Commercial Crew 
Program (CCP) agreements, Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) Space Systems made 
significant strides this week on opposite coasts of the United States. On the West Coast, 
SNC’s Dream Chaser flight vehicle arrived at NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center in 
Edwards, Calif., May 15 to begin tests of its flight and runway landing systems… On the 
east coast, several NASA astronauts were at the agency’s Langley Research Center in 
Hampton, Va., to fly simulations of a Dream Chaser approach and landing to help 
evaluate the spacecraft’s subsonic handling…”. 
 

 
“Bruce Jackson, an aerospace engineer at 
NASA’s Langley Flight Research Center, briefs 
astronauts Rex Walheim and Gregory Johnson 
as they evaluate Sierra Nevada Corporation’s 
Dream Chaser landing simulation, in support of 
NASA Commercial Crew Program efforts, 
Wednesday, May 15…”. 
 
 

 

 
“With its wings and tail structure removed and shrouded in plastic wrap for ground transport, 
Sierra Nevada Corporation Space Systems’ Dream Chaser engineering test article is hauled 
across the bed of Rogers Dry Lake at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., to Dryden Flight Research 
Center on May 15. The Dream Chaser will begin its approach-and-landing flight test program in 
collaboration with NASA’s Commercial Crew Program this summer…”. 
 
 

On page 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 

“At the Kennedy Space Center 
Visitor Complex on May 10, 
technicians monitor space 
shuttle Atlantis as its payload 
bay doors are fully opened. 
Atlantis is being prepared for 
display in the “Space Shuttle 
Atlantis” exhibit, a 90,000-
square-foot facility, scheduled 
to open June 29, 2013.” 
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“Kennedy Space Center Director Bob 
Cabana, right, mingled with members of 
the National Space Club Florida 
Committee on May 14 at the Radisson 
Resort at the Port in Cape Canaveral, Fla., 
before his presentation on the Fiscal Year 
2014 Budget and Kennedy’s path forward. 
From left are Smokey Stover, Abacus 
Technology deputy program manager; 
Melvina Gasco, Boeing manager, …and 
Margo Witcher, Lockheed Martin Space 
Systems Company.”… 

 
 
 
 

From The May 31, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 2, “‘Rocket U’ enhances flight engineering skills”, by Bob Granath, 
Spaceport News.  A portion of the story says “As NASA plans for future spaceflight 
programs to low-Earth orbit and beyond, teams of engineers at the Kennedy Space 
Center are gaining flight systems experience in designing and launching vehicle systems 
on a small scale. As part of Rocket University, the engineers are given an opportunity to 
work a fast-track project to develop skills in flight systems through the life cycle of a 
program. 
 
Four teams of five to eight members from Kennedy are designing rockets complete with 
avionics, separation and recovery systems. Launch operations require coordination with 
federal agencies, just as they would with rockets launched in support of a NASA 
mission… Rocket University is designed to develop, refine and maintain flight engineering 
skills…”. 

 

 
“A Rocket University team of engineers displays a small rocket following its launch May 24. From 
the left are Myphi Tran of Flight Instrumentation, Susan Danley of Flight Structures, Morgan 
Simpson of Flight Hardware Processing, Kim Simpson of Fluids, Mechanical and Structural 
Systems, Leandro James of Systems Hardware Engineering and Julio Najarro of Mechanical 
Assembly, Lifting and Handling.” 
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On pages 4 and 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“Plastic wrapping that protected Sierra 
Nevada Corporation’s Dream Chaser 
flight test vehicle during its transport 
from Colorado is carefully removed by 
Dream Chaser Crew Chief Christian 
White following the craft’s arrival at 
NASA’s Dryden Flight Research 
Center in Southern California on May 
15. The test vehicle will undergo 
ground and approach-and-landing 
flight tests in coming months at NASA 
Dryden…”. 
 

 

 
“The KSC Veterans Group hosted its first annual cookout May 29 at KARS Park II. Those in 
attendance included Kennedy Center Director Bob Cabana and Associate Director Kelvin 
Manning, who can be seen on the right side of the photo.” 
 
 

On page 6, “Masters session details transition, era”, by Steven Siceloff, Spaceport 
News.  Part of the article says “Kennedy Space Center saw a dramatic restructuring in 
the late 1970s, but the transition now under way is in some ways more substantial given 
that the entire civilian spaceflight architecture is changing, said two of the main figures 
behind both evolutions… Bob Cabana was joined by Bob Sieck, the iconic former shuttle 
launch director, for the second in the "Masters with Masters" series of interviews with 
NASA's Chief Knowledge Officer Ed Hoffman on May 29... 
 
Both discussed in detail how the approach to spaceflight changed during their careers 
and what that suggests for the future… Sieck, who came to Kennedy in 1964 to work in 
the Gemini program, said the agency's noted workforce adapted repeatedly to changing 
spacecraft, new rockets and different missions… "You had to understand it's a different 
mission and you had to do things differently," Sieck said. The change was most dramatic 
starting in 1976 as the agency moved from landing astronauts on the moon with Apollo 
to making spaceflight more routine with the space shuttle… "Transitions are disruptive," 
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Sieck said. "But don't tell us here's why we can't, tell us here's how we can and we'll go 
get the resources."…  
 
Cabana told the audience to embrace assignments, especially ones that are outside their 
comfort zones. Working with that thought in mind, the agency and its premier launch 
center will come through this transition strong, he said…”. 
 

 
“During the second in a series of “Masters with Masters” interviews May 29, Ed Hoffman, left, 
NASA’s chief knowledge officer, moderates questions from the audience at Kennedy Space 
Center for Bob Sieck, former space shuttle launch director, and Kennedy Director Bob Cabana. 
The series is presented by the Academy of Program/Project and Engineering Leadership.” 
 

This is video of the subject “Masters with Masters” session.  There are 34 videos in this 
NASA series. 
 
 
 
 

From The June 14, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “Lightfoot visits, reports on initiatives”, by Bob Granath, Spaceport News.  
A portion of the feature says “NASA Associate Administrator Robert Lightfoot and Kennedy 
Center Director Bob Cabana reported on the space agency’s current and future initiatives during 
an employee briefing June 4… Kennedy continues to make transitional strides from a historically 
government-only launch facility to an affordable, sustainable center for government and 
commercial customers. “We’ve asked you to do so much to turn this into a multiuser spaceport,” 
said Lightfoot. “It’s really encouraging to see the transformation that Kennedy is going through  
under Bob’s leadership.”… 

 

 
 

 
 
 

“NASA Associate Administrator Robert 
Lightfoot discusses current and future 
initiatives for the agency and Kennedy 
Space Center,… during an all-hands 
meeting with employees in Kennedy’s 
Training Auditorium on June 4.” 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3lCu04CXoI&list=PL670D3A5C84FD3EEE&index=16
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On page 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
 

“NASA astronaut Dan Burbank, who 
served as commander of Expedition 
30 on the International Space Station, 
signs autographs for Kennedy 
employees after speaking about his 
experiences aboard the orbiting 
laboratory June 7. Burbank spent 165 
days living and working on the station 
during Expeditions 29 and 30…”. 

 
 

 
On page 7, “Swamp Works lab thrives on dedication”, by Steven Siceloff, Spaceport 
News.  In part, the article states “Failure is not only an option for researchers, it’s an 
expectation that’s fundamentally tied to ultimate success. That’s what two of the men 
behind the Swamp Works laboratory at Kennedy Space Center told colleagues taking 
part in a series of interviews with people who are moving the center into the future… 
 
“Failure is not an option in a mission when you’re dedicated to success,” said Rob Mueller, 
senior technologist for advanced projects development at Swamp Works during the 
“Masters with Masters” session. “When you’re developing the technologies, some that 
haven’t even been invented yet, you have to fail. It’s OK to fail as long as you learn from 
it… The lab’s motto, “fail fast forward,” sounds unusual for a technical agency, but that’s 
the point, Mueller said… 
 
Swamp Works is based inside a building behind the Space Station Processing Facility. 
Apollo astronauts used the facility to rehearse walking on the moon and setting up 
experiments. Jack Fox, chief of the Surface Systems Office at Kennedy, said the center 
has so much engineering expertise that establishing a lab to take advantage of it and use 
it in a different way was a comfortable fit…”. 

 

“Jack Fox, left, chief of the 
Surface Systems Office at 
Kennedy, and Rob Mueller, 
senior technologist for advanced 
projects development at Swamp 
Works, discuss the Swamp 
Works laboratory and how it 
takes on challenges in new 
ways.” 

 
 
Here is video of this “Masters with Masters” session. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imPIOvYwjFM&list=PL670D3A5C84FD3EEE&index=17
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From The July 1, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On pages 4 and 5, “Atlantis exhibit opens at Visitor Complex”.  A portion of the feature 
says “Space Shuttle Atlantis now is on display at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor 
Complex. The exhibit includes interactive hubs that tell the story of the 30-year Space 
Shuttle Program and highlight the future of space exploration… Visitors to the 90,000-
square-foot facility will get an up-close, 360-degree look at Atlantis with its payload bay 
doors open, similar to how it looked in space…”. 
   

 
 
This is video of the opening ceremoney of the Space Shuttle Atlantis exhibit, on June 29, 
2013. 
 
 

On page 7, “NASA begins shuttle landing facility talks”, by Chris Hummel, Spaceport 
News.  In part, the story reads “On June 28, NASA announced it has selected Space 
Florida, the aerospace economic development agency for the state of Florida, for 
negotiations toward a partnership agreement to maintain and operate the historic Shuttle 
Landing Facility (SLF). 
 
“This will continue to expand Kennedy’s viability as a multiuser spaceport and continue 
to strengthen the economic opportunities for Florida and the nation,” said Charlie Bolden, 
NASA Administrator… Space Florida’s proposal is aligned closely with Kennedy’s vision 
for creating a multiuser spaceport. Additionally, the SLF can handle all types and sizes of 
aircraft and horizontal landing spacecraft, including future vehicles that may launch and 
land horizontally…”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdKWe9_OPTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdKWe9_OPTs
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From The July 12, 2013 Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “Pad B flame trench upgrades ignite new era”, by Linda Herridge, 
Spaceport News.  Part of the story reads “For the first time since NASA’s Apollo-era 
rockets and space shuttles lifted off from Kennedy Space Center’s Launch Complex 39, 
one of the launch pads is undergoing extensive upgrades to support the agency’s 21st 
century space launch complex. At pad B, construction workers are removing the legacy 
flame deflector that sits below and between the parallel surface crawlerway track panels, 
along with Apollo-era bricks from both walls of the flame trench… 
 
“A new universal flame deflector is being designed that will support NASA’s Space 
Launch System (SLS) rocket and a variety of other commercial launch vehicles,” said 
Jose Perez Morales, the pad element project manager in the Ground Systems 
Development and Operations Program…”. 
 

 
“At Launch Pad 39B, construction workers continue to remove the flame trench deflector that sits 
below and between the parallel crawlerway tracks June 12. Kennedy Space Center is preparing 
the pad to support NASA’s Space Launch System rocket and a variety of other commercial launch 
vehicles.” 

 
 

On page 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“Kennedy Space Center’s Pathways Intern Employment Program welcomes new and returning 
Pathways interns for their 2013 summer rotation in front of Headquarters on June 17. There 
currently are 109 Pathways interns at Kennedy…”. 
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“Camp Kennedy Space Center participants get an up-close 
look at the space shuttle Atlantis during a week-long summer 
program for students entering second through ninth grades at 
the visitor complex June 21…”. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

From The July 26, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “Boeing unveils CST-100 mock-up”, by Rebecca Regan, Spaceport News.  
In part, the article says “Two NASA astronauts conducted flight suit evaluations inside a 
test version of The Boeing Company’s CST-100 spacecraft July 22, the first time the world 
got a glimpse of the crew capsule’s fully outfitted interior… During two four-hour sessions, 
astronauts Serena Aunon and Randy Bresnik put on launch-and-entry suits and then 
individually tested their maneuverability inside the capsule… The CST-100 test vehicle 
was optimized to seat five crew members, but the spacecraft could accommodate up to 
seven or a mix of crew and cargo…”. 
 

 
“The Boeing Company’s CST-100 spacecraft features LED lighting and tablet technology…”. 
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On pages 4 and 5, “VAB remains pillar of America’s premiere spaceport”, by 
Bob Granath Spaceport News.  Part, the story reads “Construction of the Vehicle 
Assembly Building (VAB) at Kennedy Space Center began a half-century ago this 
summer. After serving through the Apollo and Space Shuttle Programs, the mammoth 
structure now is undergoing renovations to accommodate future launch vehicles and to 
continue as a major part of America’s efforts to explore space for another 50 years. 
 
Construction began with driving the first steel pilings on Aug. 2, 1963… Altogether, 4,225 
pilings were driven down 164 feet to bedrock with a foundation consisting of 30,000 cubic 
yards of concrete. Construction of the VAB required 98,590 tons of steel. When 
completed in 1965, the VAB was the largest building in the world with 129,428,000 cubic 
feet of interior volume. The structure covers eight acres, is 525 feet tall and 518 feet 
wide… The VAB was built 3.5 miles from Launch Pad 39A and 4.2 miles from Launch 
Pad 39B… 
 
Modifications of the VAB are underway to support the Space Launch System (SLS) and 
Orion spacecraft… Last year shuttle-era work platforms were removed from the VAB’s 
High Bay 3… As plans move ahead to outfit the VAB with the new infrastructure, code 
upgrades and safety improvements, the building will continue in its role as a central hub 
for the Florida spaceport well into the future…”. 
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From The August 9, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “MAVEN arrives, Mars next stop”, by Steven Siceloff, Spaceport News.  In 
part, the article states “MAVEN’s approach to Mars studies will be quite different from that 
taken by recent probes dispatched to the Red Planet. Instead of rolling about on the 
surface looking for clues to the planet’s hidden heritage, MAVEN will orbit high above the 
surface so it can sample the upper atmosphere for signs of what changed over the eons 
and why… 
 
The MAVEN spacecraft, short for Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution, stands inside 
the Payload Hazardous Servicing Facility at Kennedy where engineers and technicians 
are taking the first steps in getting it ready for launch in November. The instruments, 
systems and all-important, power-generating solar array wings on the 5,400-pound 
spacecraft (once fueled) will be tested repeatedly inside the clean room at the Kennedy 
facility. Engineers also will fuel the spacecraft so it can maneuver through space and 
arrive safely in orbit around Mars. MAVEN arrived at Kennedy Aug. 2 on a C-17 transport 
aircraft… 
 
When the testing and fueling is complete, a payload fairing will be placed around MAVEN 
and it will be trucked to Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. MAVEN 
will be hoisted atop a United Launch Alliance Atlas V for launch Nov. 18 to begin a 10-
month cruise to Mars.” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
“NASA’s Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) 
spacecraft rests on a processing stand inside Kennedy’s 
Payload Hazardous Servicing Facility Aug. 3. MAVEN is 
being prepared for its scheduled November launch to Mars. 
Positioned in an orbit above the Red Planet, MAVEN will 
study the upper atmosphere of Mars in unprecedented 
detail.” 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

On pages 1 and 2, “Astronauts gather for Skylab’s 40th gala”, by Bob Granath, 
Spaceport News.  In part, the story reads “On July 27, the Astronaut Scholarship 
Foundation hosted a dinner at the Kennedy Space Center’s Apollo/ Saturn V Facility 
celebrating the 40th anniversary of Skylab. The gala featured many of the astronauts who 
flew the missions to America’s first space station. Six Skylab astronauts participated in a 
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panel discussion during the event, and spoke about living and conducting ground-
breaking scientific experiments aboard the orbiting outpost… 
 
When Skylab 2 was launched, freeing a stuck electricity-generating solar array was the 
top priority. According to Skylab 2 pilot Paul Weitz, the spacewalk in which Pete Conrad 
and Joe Kerwin completed that task was crucial in order to continue the mission. “Pete 
and Joe’s successful deployment of that solar array was an extraordinary endeavor,” he 
said… Skylab 3 pilot Jack Lousma noted that space walks were a crucial part of Skylab, 
paying dividends in the future… Ed Gibson, who served as Skylab 4’s science pilot, spoke 
of the era leading to the first lunar landings and the Skylab space station… 
 
Also participating in the gala celebration were astronauts Vance Brand, Robert Crippen, 
Karol “Bo” Bobko and William Thornton…”. 
 
The following is a photo from the gala, from this astronautscholarship.org website, which 
also includes an article about the gala. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
“Skylab astronauts Paul Weitz, 
Alan Bean, Jack Lousma, Jerry 
Carr, Bill Pogue, and Ed 
Gibson.” 

 
 
 
 
 

 
On page 6, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“Bob Watkins, retired vice president and assistant base manager for Northrop Grumman, 
addresses guests and VIPs during an event July 20 honoring the Grumman Lunar Module team 
that had gathered at the Apollo/Saturn V Facility to celebrate the 44th anniversary of the first lunar 
landing.” 
 
 

https://www.astronautscholarship.org/skylab-40th-anniversary-celebration/
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From The August 23, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 2, “Sierra Nevada completes second Dream Chaser captive-carry test”, by 
Rebecca Regan and Steve Siceloff, Spaceport News.  A portion of the story says “A 
prototype spacecraft called Dream Chaser was hoisted high above the dry lakebed at 
Edwards Air Force Base in California by a helicopter to rehearse for a series of upcoming 
test flights that could see the winged lifting body glide on its own for the first time… The 
flight, called a captive-carry test since the Dream Chaser did not fly on its own, saw an 
Erickson Air-Crane take the full-size test article to about 12,400 feet before tracing the 
projected 3-mile-long glide slope the craft is to follow during free-flight glide tests…”. 
  

 
 
“Sierra Nevada Corporation 
(SNC) of Louisville, Colo., 
performs a captive-carry test of 
the Dream Chaser spacecraft 
Aug. 22 at NASA’s Dryden Flight 
Research Center in Edwards, 
Calif…”. 

 
 
 

 
On page 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

“Technicians install the parabolic high-gain antenna 
onto the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution 
(MAVEN) spacecraft in the Payload Hazardous 
Servicing Facility at Kennedy Aug. 9…  MAVEN is being 
prepared for its scheduled November launch to Mars 
aboard a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket…”. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

On page 7, “Bolden climbs aboard Boeing’s CST-100 mock-up”.  Part of the article 
says “NASA Administrator Charlie Bolden climbed aboard a fully-outfitted test version of 
The Boeing Company’s CST-100 on Aug. 19 to check out the modern design of the 
spacecraft, which features LED lighting and tablet technology. The mock-up and its 
equipment are being tested for maneuverability and ease of use at the Boeing’s Houston 
Product Support Center near NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston… 
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The company also evaluated the tools, equipment and procedures it could use if the CST-
100 needed to make a water landing. The testing included a full-scale mock-up of the 
spacecraft floating in a specialized facility operated by Bigelow Aerospace near Las 
Vegas on July 8…”. 
  

 
 
 
 
“NASA Administrator Charlie Bolden, 
in red, and former astronaut and The 
Boeing Company employee Chris 
Ferguson try out the CST-100.” 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

From The September 6, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 3, “CASIS names former shuttle pilot to exec role”.  Part of the story says 
“Former NASA astronaut Greg Johnson assumed the role of executive director for the 
Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS) Sept. 1. The nonprofit entity 
selected by NASA manages the utilization of the International Space Station (ISS) U.S. 
National Laboratory… “It is an honor to accept the role of executive director with CASIS 
and promote the benefits of conducting research on the ISS,” Johnson said…”. 
 

 
“Former astronaut Greg Johnson was selected as a NASA astronaut in 1998 and piloted STS-
123 and STS-134, where he spent nearly 32 days in orbit and contributed to the assembly of the 
International Space Station.” 
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On page 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
“A construction crew uses heavy 
machinery to take apart the flame 
deflector Aug. 28 at Launch Pad 39B. 
The flame trench is refurbished for 
future rocket launches at Kennedy.” 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

From The September 20, 2013, Spaceport News 
 
On page 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”.  
 

 
“An airship from the British Broadcasting Corp., or BBC, flies over Launch Complex 39 past the 
Vehicle Assembly Building at Kennedy Sept. 18. A team of scientists from the BBC’s television 
project “Cloud Lab” is conducting a number of experiments aboard the airship as it flies across 
the U.S., exploring all aspects of the Earth’s atmosphere. One of the experiments is NASA’s 
Microorganisms in the Stratosphere, or MIST, which is designed to measure the microbial survival 
and cellular responses to exposure in the upper atmosphere.” 
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“A Space Shuttle Program time capsule was enshrined Sept. 9 in a secured vault within the walls 
of the 90,000-square-foot Space Shuttle Atlantis home inside the Kennedy Space Center Visitor 
Complex. The time capsule, containing artifacts and other memorabilia associated with the history 
of the program is designated to be opened on the 50th anniversary of the shuttle’s final landing 
following STS-135.” 
 
This is an article about the time capsule in collectSPACE.  The below photo is a screen capture 
from the time capsule dedication, at this website. 
 

 
From left to right are Pete Nickolenko, Patty Stratton, Rita Willcoxon and Bob Cabana. 
 
 

On page 8, “Cygnus en route for rendezvous with ISS”.  A portion of the article states 
“While the newest commercial cargo vehicle to join the International Space Station’s 
resupply fleet launched Sept. 18 on its demonstration flight, the Expedition 37 crew 
aboard the orbiting complex was hard at work with medical research, emergency 
simulation training and preparations for arrival Sept. 22 of the new space freighter. 
 
NASA commercial space partner Orbital Sciences Corp. of Dulles, Va., launched its 
Cygnus cargo spacecraft aboard its Antares rocket at 10:58 a.m. EDT from the Mid-
Atlantic Regional Spaceport Pad-0A at NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia… 
Cygnus will deliver 1,300 pounds of cargo, including food and clothing, to the space 
station’s Expedition 37 crew… 

http://www.collectspace.com/news/news-091013a.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImSg-zwVhIA
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During the month that Cygnus is berthed to the station, the crew will unload its 1,300 
pounds of cargo and reload it with trash for disposal when Cygnus departs for a 
destructive re-entry in the Earth’s atmosphere.” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

“NASA commercial space partner Orbital Sciences Corp. of Dulles, 
Va., launches its Cygnus cargo spacecraft aboard its Antares rocket 
at 10:58 a.m. EDT Sept. 18.” 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

From The November 4, 2013, Spaceport News 
 

On pages 1 and 5, “Adversity intrinsic to spaceflight testing”, by Steven Siceloff, 
Spaceport News.  Part of the story reads “Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) of Louisville, 
Colo., conducted a promising first flight of its developmental Dream Chaser spacecraft 
during a glide test Oct. 26. While failure of one of its landing wheels to deploy correctly 
dealt a harsh blow to the full-scale engineering model that made the flight, it is thought to 
be repairable. The test did not include a pilot and produced no injuries or significant 
damage to the runway at Edwards Air Force Base in California… Dream Chaser lifted its 
nose up and an automatic command to deploy its landing gear went out, though only two 
of the three mechanisms emerged from the fuselage. The third, the left side’s gear, stayed 
retracted…”. 
 
The below photo is a screen capture from a video about the test, at this website.  Note 
the left gear is retracted. 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBM61A7LEsk
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On page 6, “Scenes Around Kennedy Center”.  
 

“Carol Craig, founder, president, CEO, and 
CFO of Craig Technologies, accepts the 
Kathleen P. Sridhar Small Business Executive 
of the Year Award Sept. 25 in Springfield, Va., 
from Kennedy Space Center Deputy Director 
Janet Petro, left, and National Defense 
Industrial Association President and CEO 
Larry Farrell Jr., USAF (Ret). The award is 
named in honor of Dr. Kathleen P. Sridhar, 
who was a small business CEO of uncommon 
ability and accomplishment.” 
 

 
 
 

From The November 15, 2013 Spaceport News 

On page 2, “Pad 39B ready for new flame deflector”, by Linda Herridge, Spaceport 
News.  In part, the story states “Significant changes are happening at Launch Pad 39B at 
Kennedy Space Center as the Ground Systems Development and Operations (GSDO) 
Program prepares it to support the launch of a variety of vehicles, including NASA’s Space 
Launch System (SLS). A stark, gaping space can be seen between the walls of the pad’s 
flame trench. Construction workers have completely removed the massive flame deflector 
structure that served to protect the pad and space shuttles during 30 years of launches 
from the site… 
 
The bricks on both sides of the trench walls, dating back to Apollo days, are also being 
removed to make way for new heat-resistant bricks… Other work under way includes 
removal of all of the crawler track panels on the pad’s surface and repair of the surface 
beneath the panels and the catacomb roof below… Construction of the new flame 
deflector and renovation of the flame trench walls are scheduled to begin in January 
2015.” 

 

   
 
 
 
 
“Construction workers remove Apollo-
era bricks and Fondu Fyre from the 
flame trench walls at Launch Pad 39B at 
Kennedy in September.” 
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On page 3, “Space communicators receive Kolcum award”, by Linda Herridge, 
Spaceport News.  In part, the story reads “Two long-time space program communicators 
were honored with the 2013 Harry Kolcum Memorial News and Communications Award 
by the National Space Club Florida Committee (NSCFC) during a luncheon at the 
Radisson Resort at the Port in Cape Canaveral, Fla., Nov. 12. This year’s recipients were 
Andrea Farmer, senior public relations manager of the Kennedy Space Center Visitor 
Complex, which is operated by Delaware North Companies Parks and Resorts on behalf 
of NASA, and John Zarrella, CNN’s Miami correspondent… 
 
Farmer has inspired support for the space program and told the NASA and Kennedy story 
for nearly 10 years and was a key player in promoting the opening of the Space Shuttle 
Atlantis attraction… Zarrella has been CNN’s Miami correspondent since the bureau was 
established in December 1983… He is a principal correspondent for CNN’s coverage of 
the U.S. space program… He was the correspondent on site during the 1986 Challenger 
accident and covered the final flights of the Space Shuttle Program in 2011…”. 

 

 
 
 
 
“John Zarrella, CNN Miami correspondent, and Andrea Farmer, 
senior public relations manager with Delaware North Companies 
Parks & Resorts, received 2013 Harry Kolcum Memorial News and 
Communications Awards from the National Space Club Florida 
Committee Nov. 12.” 
 
 
 
 

 

 
On page 6, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“The launch abort system (LAS) for the Orion Exploration Flight Test-1 is being loaded onto a 
flatbed truck inside Kennedy’s Launch Abort System Facility high bay Oct. 24… It will provide 
emergency abort capability… The LAS is designed to safely pull the Orion crew module away 
from the launch vehicle in the event of an emergency on the launch pad or during the initial ascent 
of NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) rocket. Orion’s first unpiloted test flight is scheduled to 
launch in 2014 atop a Delta IV rocket…”. 
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From The December 2, 2013, Spaceport News 

On page 1, “Morpheus lander arrives for testing”, by Linda Herridge, Spaceport News.  
Part of the feature states “NASA’s Project Morpheus prototype lander arrived at Kennedy 
Space Center on Nov. 21 and was transported to a support building at the Shuttle Landing 
Facility to be prepared for tethered and free-flight testing. The lander is a test bed to 
demonstrate new green propellant propulsion systems and autonomous landing and 
hazard detection technology, which could enable new capabilities for future human 
exploration of the solar system. 
 
Nearly six months of Morpheus tethered tests were accomplished at the Vertical Testbed 
Flight Complex near NASA’s Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston before the lander 
was packed and shipped to Kennedy. “All of the testing we accomplished at JSC was 
preparing us for the free-flight tests at Kennedy,” said Jon Olansen, the Morpheus project 
manager at Johnson…”. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
“Technicians position the Project Morpheus lander onto 
a transporter inside a support building at the Shuttle 
Landing Facility at Kennedy Space Center Nov. 21.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On pages 4 and 5, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“Construction workers continue to remove the bricks from the flame trench walls that are below 
and between the left and right crawlerway tracks at Kennedy’s Launch Pad 39B Nov. 19…  
Launch Pad 39B is being refurbished to support NASA’s Space Launch System and other launch 
vehicles…”. 
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“The United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket carrying NASA’s Mars 
Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft lifts off Space 
Launch Complex 41 on Cape Canaveral Air Force Station Nov. 18. After 
a 10-month journey to the Red Planet, MAVEN will study its upper 
atmosphere in unprecedented detail from orbit above the planet. Built 
by Lockheed Martin in Littleton, Colo., MAVEN will arrive at Mars in 
September 2014 and will be inserted into an elliptical orbit with a high 
point of 3,900 miles, swooping down to as close as 93 miles above the 
planet’s surface." 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

From The December 16, 2013, Spaceport News 

 
On pages 2 and 3, “Negotiations to begin for SpaceX use of LC-39A”.  Part of the 
article states “NASA has selected Space Exploration Technologies Corporation (SpaceX) 
of Hawthorne, Calif., to begin negotiations on a lease to use and operate historic Launch 
Complex (LC) 39A at Kennedy Space Center… NASA made the selection decision Dec. 
12 after the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) denied a protest filed against 
the Agency by Blue Origin LLC on Sept. 13… 
 
Since the late 1960s, Kennedy’s launch pads 39 A and B have served as the starting 
point for America’s most significant human spaceflight endeavors -- Apollo, Skylab, 
Apollo-Soyuz and all 135 space shuttle missions. LC-39A is the pad where Apollo 11 lifted 
off from on the first manned moon landing in 1969, as well as launching the first space 
shuttle mission in 1981 and the last in 2011.” 
 
 
On page 8, “Celebration marks 15 years of space station era”, by Bob Granath, 
Spaceport News.  In part, the article states “On Dec. 10, three of the six members of the 
space shuttle crew that began assembly of the International Space Station held a reunion 
at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida. Launched 15 years ago aboard the space 
shuttle Endeavour, the crew of STS-88 carried to orbit the first American space station 
element. Kennedy’s Director, Bob Cabana, who commanded STS-88, welcomed mission 
specialists Nancy Currie and Jerry Ross to a celebration for space center employees in 
the Pavilion area of the Kennedy Athletic, Recreational and Social Organization, or KARS, 
Park I. “What we imagined 15 years ago is a reality today,” he said. “The space station is 
now a world-class scientific test bed in orbit.” 
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The STS-88 crew members participated in a panel discussion and were introduced by 
Josie Burnett, NASA’s International Space Station Ground Processing and Research 
director at Kennedy. She, too, reflected on the achievements on the ISS. “Can you believe 
it’s been 15 years?” she said. “As many as 69 countries have flown experiments, allowing 
the scientific community to improve human life back here on Earth.” 
 
The Russian Space Agency’s functional cargo block, named “Zarya,” was launched from 
the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan on Nov. 20, 1998. Two weeks later, on Dec. 4, 
Endeavour lifted off from Kennedy on STS-88 with node 1, called “Unity.” The STS-88 
shuttle flight was highlighted by connecting Unity to Zarya, three spacewalks to attach 
electrical and data connectors, and activation of systems inside the two modules…”. 

 

 
 

“On Dec. 10, three of the six members of the 
space shuttle crew that began assembly of the 
International Space Station held a reunion at 
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center. Kennedy’s 
Director, Bob Cabana, right, who commanded 
STS-88, hosted the employee celebration at 
KARS Park 1. From the left are Nancy Currie, 
Jerry Ross and Cabana.” 
 

 
 
 

On page 11, “Emergency egress vehicles arrive at KSC”, by Linda Herridge, 
Spaceport News.  A portion of the story reads “With crewed launches on NASA’s Space 
Launch System (SLS) and Orion spacecraft fast approaching, the Ground Systems 
Development and Operations (GSDO) Program at Kennedy Space Center led the effort 
to select an emergency egress vehicle that future astronauts could quickly use to leave 
the Launch Complex 39 area in case of an emergency. The first of four refurbished Mine-
Resistant Ambush-Protected (MRAP) vehicles was shipped from the U.S. Army Red 
River Depot in Texarkana, Texas, and arrived at the center Dec. 5… 
 

       
On the left, “The first of four new emergency egress vehicles, called Mine-Resistant Ambush-
Protected, or MRAP, vehicles arrived at Kennedy Space Center on Dec. 5, from the U.S. Army 
Red River Depot in Texarkana, Texas…”.  On the right, “Crew members of space shuttle 
Discovery’s STS-133 mission go for a ride in an M-113 armored personnel carrier during the 
Terminal Countdown Demonstration Test at Kennedy Space Center Oct. 13, 2010. The M-113 
was available for emergency egress during NASA’s Space Shuttle Program.” 
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During crewed launches, the MRAP will be stationed by the slidewire termination area at 
the pad. In case of an emergency, the crew will ride a slidewire to the ground and 
immediately board the vehicle for safe egress from the pad… “This is definitely an 
upgrade from the space shuttle-era M-113 tank design,” said Danny Zeno. “Working 
across agencies helped us to select the most versatile vehicle possible for NASA’s 
purpose.” The MRAPs have increased operability, field of vision and capacity, and can 
travel at speeds up to 65 mph. They are driven like other common vehicles with a normal 
front view, except the windows are four inches thick… Zeno said there are plans to set 
up training scenarios for the SLS Program similar to those that were used to teach 
operators to handle the M-113…”. 
 
 

On page 15, “Scenes Around Kennedy Space Center”. 
 

 
“The first free flight test of the Project Morpheus prototype lander begins as the engine fires and 
the lander lifts off at the north end of the Shuttle Landing Facility at Kennedy Space Center Dec. 
10. During the 54-second test, it ascended about 50 feet and hovered for about 15 seconds. It 
then flew forward and landed on its pad about 23 feet from the launch point.” 

 
 
On page 16, “Happy Holidays”. 
        

    


